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Research Question 
 
This project began with an institutional problem and an opportunity. The problem was the scope 
and infrastructure of the Writing Program(s) at our home institution, the University of Georgia. 
The Writing Programs are dispersed, and it is difficult to assess the progress of students as 
writers throughout their undergraduate careers. As a member of APLU (Associated Programs of 
Public and Land Grant Universities), UGA regularly administers the CLA (Collegiate Learning 
Assessment), which as a standardized assessment measures the "value added" of an 
undergraduate education in students' writing ability at the end of the first and in the fourth year. 
There are well-publicized problems with standardized testing, and with this measure in 
particular; furthermore, this test and standardized assessments generally lack any kind of 
granular focus on individual writers and on the actual writing they have done as undergraduates. 
Our project seeks a different approach to assessment, one that we hope will tell us more about 
our writers, their writing, and their growth over an undergraduate career at the University of 
Georgia. 
 
The two programs we wish to compare are the First-year Composition Program (FYC) and the 
Writing Certificate Program (WCP). There are inherent problems with this task. First, the FYC 
Program is huge. Since 2005, we have been collecting through <emma> (the University of 
Georgia's homegrown Electronic Markup and Management Application) about 6,000 ePortfolios 
a year that represent end-of-course assessment of individual students. The Writing Certificate, by 
contrast, has been in existence for only four years and has graduated a total of around forty 
students.  
 
Perhaps more important for assessment purposes, the ePortfolios for the two programs are very 
different. There are similarities, to be sure. Both sets are constructed through the same online 
writing environment, <emma>. They also have a generally similar shape, being prefaced with a 
front page featuring a biography and image and being governed by a framing Introductory 
Reflective Essay. And both are, after all, writing ePortfolios, so that there is not too great a 
disparity between the kinds of exhibits, even though the WCP exhibits tend more toward 
multimodal compositions. 
 
But the purposes of the two sets of ePortfolios, like the programs themselves, are dissimilar. 
First, the authors of these ePortfolios occupy opposite ends of the undergraduate educational 



spectrum: the WCP portfolio authors should be and do prove to be more "mature" writers than 
the FYC writers, which means that their ePorts will generally be rated more highly, which tells 
us nothing new or profound about the nature of writing or of electronic portfolios. Second, 
although both sets of ePorts could be considered "capstone" exhibits, they are aimed at very 
different audiences. FYC portfolios are directed at the student's teacher, and perhaps by more 
sophisticated writers, the peers who have reviewed their work and the second teacher who 
evaluates their portfolio; the WCP portfolios are directed not only toward the teacher of the 
ePortfolio workshop (also the program director) and peers from that course, but also toward 
implied external audiences: future employers, graduate program admissions committees, and the 
like. Finally, the two sets of portfolios are different in purpose: the FYC portfolios are 
retrospective -- demonstrating knowledge gained over a semester -- for the purposes of earning a 
grade; the WCP portfolios are also retrospective, reflecting on the development of a writer's 
career over a span of some years. But the WCP portfolios are also oriented to the future in the 
way that the young writers' work simply cannot be. Thus, establishing an assessment procedure 
that does justice to the two sets of portfolio must necessarily be an exercise in comparing apples 
and oranges. 
 

Main Findings To Date 
 

One of the most important outcomes of our research is a reconsideration of the way the material 
practices of ePortfolios – the affordances of the digital medium – impact the concept of an 
ePortfolio. The study of ePortfolios from the FYC Program and WCP using a series of different 
protocols for reading and rating has allowed us to finesse the definition of an ePortfolio as not 
simply a multimedia collection of artifacts, but a multimodal composition in and of itself. As we 
note in a draft article submitted for consideration for an upcoming journal issue, “an electronic 
portfolio is composed of artifacts, but it is also encountered by viewers through a graphical 
interface as a series of associative relations, an assemblage held together by a network of links, 
some internal and some pointing outward beyond the portfolio itself.” Drawing on Bruno 
Latour's explication of network theory in Reassembling the Social (and Jeff Rice's 2011) 
mobilization of that theory for a “networked” practice of writing assessment),  and on Jeff 
Bezemer and Gunther Kress's (2008) argument that multimodal composition prioritizes audience 
reception through attention to design and composition, we suggest that the assessment of 
ePortfolios must involve closer attention to the effects of design, linking, and ethos, the key 
compositional practices in the creation of a networked and truly multimodal composition. 
 
In developing the rubric used in the third round of ePortfolio reading, we drew on this theoretical 
foundation established by the learning we gained from the first two rounds of reading (rating on 
a Likert scale, sorting into self-defined categories). This rubric draws attention to the way 
networks of relationships between ePortfolio author and reader(s)/evaluator(s) are created 



through attention to design, compositional choices, and ethos construction. On the other had, it 
productively complicates, some things that our previous ePortfolio assessment rubrics attended 
to, such as audience awareness, coherence and unity, careful design and presentation, and 
authorial voice. For example, in the new rubric audience awareness becomes tied more closely to 
authorial voice through the new evaluative criteria of “Positionality,” a concept that may more 
effectively capture the complex network of links (both literal and figurative) between writer, 
reader, purpose, and subject matter [NOTE: This conjecture will be confirmed or contradicted or 
further complicated by our next debriefing session with the round 3 readers.] Likewise, the scale 
of qualities on which the portfolios are evaluated is more attentive to the complexities of 
Bezemer and Kress's “channels of communication,” with the quality “Engaged” again evoking 
the relationship between the author and reader through the way a portfolio can inspire interest 
and attention. 
 
As we are still in the process of our final round of reading and responding to the sample set of 
ePortfolios, we still have data to work our way through. We believe these data will both support 
and complicate what we have already found in terms of the issues and problems of ePortfolio 
assessment. 
 

Processes of Inquiry  
 
In order to carry out the process of comparison, we first selected and posted in a private class a 
set of forty ePortfolios, twenty from the Writing Certificate Program's senior capstone course 
and twenty First-year Composition class ePortfolios. The FYC portfolios were selected randomly 
from a mixed group of several thousand ENGL 1101 and 1102 final portfolios produced in a 
single academic year (2011-12) where they are archived in our LMS, <emma>. Because the 
Writing Certificate is a recently introduced program for self-selected upper division students, we 
used nearly all of the smaller group of available, completed WC portfolios. 
 
As you will see below, we carried out a series of three readings on the forty selected portfolios. 
For each reading, we employed a group of ten readers from our teaching program. As suggested 
by Kathleen Yancey, from the first group of ten readers, we selected three “liaison” readers, who 
not only participated in each of the next two rounds as readers, but who also wrote thick 
descriptions of selected portfolios and developed the key descriptive terms for the third round's 
original portfolio rubric. The first two rounds took place in October and December 2012 and the 
third round, using our original descriptive rubric, is concluding this week. Each round consists of 
an independent reader/response followed by a group debriefing, during which we take notes and 
keep a video record which is later transcribed. For the first “rating/ranking” round, results were 
gathered and reported in numerical form with spreadsheets and charts, while in the second 
“sorting” round, results were composed of a series of descriptive documents. In this third and 
final round, using the original “crowd-sourced” rubric, the results, when reported, will be in a 



survey format (Qualtrics). 
 
Round #1: Rating against a simple, unclassified Likert Scale as “Best” to “Worst” (1-6) 
For the first round of reading, ten readers employed from our program read and scored all forty 
ePortfolios using the grading portal normally used for scoring final FYC course ePortfolios. The 
process was relatively simple: readers selected a portfolio number, inserted a score in the 
“Grade” box, and, if desired, left a comment in the comment box. Here are two views, first of the 
rating portal (Figure 1) showing the reader’s view, then of the reporting portal showing the 
researcher’s view of “All Grades” (Figure 2) . 
 
Round #2: Sorting Into Categories 
A second group of readers (seven new readers and our three liaisons) were employed next to sort 
the portfolios into categories which would highlight their similarities. While the portfolios could 
easily be sorted by their programmatic relationship (FYC vs WCP – they have different formats 
that are instantly identifiable), we hoped our readers would discover other similarities. We 
specifically directed readers neither to rank or grade the ePortfolios. Instead, we asked them to 
attempt to create categories of portfolios across programs according to their shared qualities or 
their common features. 
 
After enrolling in our portfolio research class, the readers from the second group looked at two 
sets of portfolios, 30 portfolios all together. Each of the two sets contained a mixed group of 
fifteen FYC and WCP ePortfolios. We asked these readers to sort each group of fifteen portfolios 
into three groups based on what seemed similar about them. During this sorting and adjusting 
period, we suggested that readers should feel free to readjust groupings and could create 
categories with unequal numbers of portfolios. Finally, after sorting, in order to report their 
findings, we asked the readers to write up a description articulating the features that contributed 
to that grouping. With three paragraphs for each of the two groups of fifteen, the reader should 
compose each paragraph to discuss one category completely, naming the category with a 
succinct label, describing the category, and listing and discussing the portfolios that belong to 
that category. 
 
Round #3: Reading and responding with a liaison-designed matrix rubric 
In this third response round, a group of seven new readers and our three liaison readers were 
employed to read all forty portfolios and respond to them through an unranked survey matrix of 
descriptors. The descriptors were devised largely by our liaison readers who, prior to devising 
the rubric, had participated in two complete rounds of portfolio readings, two debriefing 
discussion sessions, and, in addition, completed a series of thick descriptions of the characteristic 
features of portfolios numbered 17 and 37. 
 
Survey Matrix: 



We set up a survey instrument using the Qualtrics tools and the descriptors devised by our liaison 
readers. The survey questions are in a simple matrix format with ePortfolio qualities across the 
top row and characteristics individually described (see Figure 3). 
 
The matrix we derived includes ePortfolio “Qualities” and “Characteristics.” Our liaisons 
described the “Qualities” as a hierarchy of evaluative criteria they believed would be inherent in 
ranking portfolios, with each quality building towards the next. The first, or basic, quality is 
“Intentional and Consistent.” As our liaisons described, to be “Intentional and Consistent,” 
ePortfolio elements should “consistently show evidence of a coherent goal/purpose” and the 
portfolio as a whole should demonstrate “mindfulness (as opposed randomness).” For the next 
quality, “Clear and Specific,” a portfolio should “avoid[s] vagueness and generalizations within 
and across elements.” Furthermore, details and elements should “have apparent functions which 
contribute to meaning.” Finally, the quality of being In the survey directions,“Engaged” is 
described as. “Elements across the portfolio show deliberation and care. Reader becomes 
interested in the portfolio.”  
 
On the other axis of the survey matrix, “Portfolio Characteristics,” non-hierarchical descriptors 
of portfolio characteristics are displayed. These are described in the survey directions as follows:  

1 Positionality: The portfolio demonstrates awareness of the author's place in both the 
world and a particular discourse. This involves looking forward, backward, and at present 
surroundings. 

2 Context: Demonstrates meta-cognition that provides context across the portfolio and 
within individual elements.  

3 Design: Involves author's choices concerning selected elements and the overall 
architecture of the portfolio. Demonstrates preparation for presentation within the 
portfolio. 

 
Readers are currently working with this survey matrix to complete the third round of respones. 
We will be debriefing these readers on Monday, March 25, 2013 prior to attending our last 
Cohort meeting in Salt Lake City. 
 

Value of Research for ePortfolio Practice at UGA 
 

The new criteria and scale of qualities developed for our third round of reading using the liaison-
designed rubric provide us with a method of assessment that we believe may partially answer 
concerns about comparability between ePortfolios both within a single course or program (e.g., 
FYC) and between programs (e.g., FYC and WCP) because of the way it opens the evaluation up 
to more situated and complex assessment of skill and development. An FYC portfolio may not 
demonstrate the same level of writing skill as the portfolio of a WCP student, but by evaluating 
them on their ability to negotiate such frankly rhetorical concerns as “Positionality,” “Context” 



and “Design,” the rater can determine how well each porfolio succeeds in making a case for 
itself within its own local and specific context. While this may not do anything to assuage 
concerns about the lack of standardization in ePortfolio assessment (cf. Shavelson and Klein), it 
certainly allows for dramatically different portfolios to be assessed using the same 
measurements. It also helps turn the problem of subjectivity in ePortfolio assessment (again, see 
Shavelson and Klein) into an advantage because of the attention to the fact that writing is, in a 
very key sense, about relationships: a writer's ability to construct a persona for a particular 
purpose and context that will create an effective and appropriate relationship with readers. In 
focusing on these complex networks of relationships in assessment of ePortfolios, the door is 
also open to new approaches to portfolio pedagogy that attend more carefully to such concerns as 
design, context, and positionality. 
 

Value of Participation in the Coalition for Our Research and Practice 
 

This is the University of Georgia’s second time to participate in I/NCEPR; we were also part of 
Cohort 2, for which our research area was revision in First-year Composition essays and 
ePortfolios. As other cohort members have suggested, we also found both the regular deadlines 
and collegial interactions with “critical friends” within cohort meetings to be invaluable. We are 
social animals in this group and need other people to provide the conditions under which we can 
and will find time to do research; otherwise, it is crowded out by teaching and service demands 
at every turn. We also find the regular conference calls with the Coalition directors to have been 
invaluable, not only in getting our work done, but in shaping the research question itself. 
Sometimes, we found ourselves lost in the trees and needed help in seeing the forest once again. 
Furthermore, all three members of our research group were trained originally in Humanities 
Research, and we have benefitted greatly from the Educational Research perspective provided by 
the Coalition leaders -- and, of course, their breadth and depth of knowledge about ePortfolios. 
Finally, we have found that the readings and discussion of theoretical topics at coalition meetings 
have helped to shape our thinking and to place the research within a broader context of ongoing 
conversations about assessment and ePortfolios. 

 

Plans for Dissemination and Application of Findings 
 

At our home institution, we will submit a report to the Vice President for Instruction and to the 
Director of the Center for Teaching and Learning, with an eye to suggesting the importance of 
supporting writing between the First-year Composition Program and capstone Writing Certificate 
Program. In 2007, a special Task Force on Writing made a series of recommendations, some of 
which have been answered by the establishment of the Writing Certificate Program, directed by 
Elizabeth Davis. But with the economic crisis of 2008, the effort to expand the Franklin College 



of Arts and Sciences’ Writing Intensive Program (WIP), directed by Michelle Ballif, stalled, and 
so we remain a large institution with strong First-year and capstone writing programs and 
insufficient resources devoted to the middle. 
 

To date, we have used data gathered during the first two parts of the research exercise (ranking 
and sorting ePortfolios across the two programs) to write and submit for scholarly publication an 
essay on the ePortfolio as a multimodal document that is most appropriately assessed as a 
network of affiliations rather than a collection of artifacts.  
 

We plan to write several more articles: one focused on the process of constructing a home-
grown, cross-program rubric within the context of Dynamic Criteria Mapping as concept and 
practice; one on the theoretical uses and limitations of network theory and ethnography as 
models for writing program assessment; and one on the problematics of ranking within 
ePortfolio assessment generally; and perhaps one, using data from another assessment project in 
progress with the FYC ePortfolios, on the interplay between a large-scale assessment instrument 
(“big data”) and more microscopic analyses of and assessment of ePortfolios as material, socially 
conditioned, and embodied processes/performances.  
 

To date, we have also presented findings from the project at three conferences, and are 
presenting at another in the near future: 
 

• Deborah Miller, Christy Desmet, Elizabeth Davis, and Ron Balthazor, “Artifacts, 
Interface, and Links: Electronic Portfolios as Multimodal Practice,” Computers and 
Writing 2013, Frostburg State University, June 2013; 

• Christy Desmet, Deborah Miller, Elizabeth Davis, and Beth Beggs, “ePortfolios and/as 
Multimodal Practice,” AAEEBL Southeast US Conference, Clemson, November 2012; 

• Elizabeth Davis, Christy Desmet, and Deborah Miller, “Rubrics, Reflection, Raters, and 
Resources: Developing a Strategy for ePortfolio Writing Assessment from First-year 
Comp to Writing Certificate Program,” Council of Writing Program Administrators 
Conference, Albuquerque, July 2012; 

• Ron Balthazor, Elizabeth Davis, Christy Desmet, and Deborah Miller, “ePortfolios, 
Reflection, and Material Practices in Writing Program Assessment,” Computers and 
Writing 2012, Raleigh, June 2012. 

 

New Questions Emerging from Our Inquiry 
 
Some of the issues that we see as emergent from this research and that we plan to pursue through 
further study and publication include: Dynamic Criteria Mapping for cross-program assessment; 



further refining definitions of multimodality, especially for ePortfolios; designing new 
pedagogical approaches to multimodal composition; and making the case for local and situated 
(networked) assessment practices (as opposed to standardization and “objectivity”).  
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Figure 1: Rating Portal as Viewed by Readers 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Reporting Portal as Displayed for Researchers 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Figure 3: Qualtrics Survey Matrix 
 

 
 


